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Abstract: In teaching the concepts of sampling theory and survey method-

ology, in the author’s experience, the concept of pseudo-populations has the

potential to substantially improve the students’ understanding. The rationale

behind the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, for instance, can be explained by the

generation of a pseudo-population estimating the original population with re-

spect to the total of a study variable by replicating the values observed in

the sample by a factor that reflects both the sampling and estimation process.

The estimator of a total of a study variable in the original population then

is nothing else but the total of the replications of the study variable in the

pseudo-population. Further ideas such as ratio or regression estimation can

be illustrated in the same way. The difference in their efficiency can be ex-

plained by a different composition of the pseudo-population with respect to

the variable of interest. This approach may really help to communicate a bet-

ter understanding of such techniques often not intuitively comprehensible for

all students. The concept can be successfully applied to various other tech-

niques in this field such as probability and non-probability sampling methods,

the capture-recapture strategy, small area estimation, two-phase sampling,

weighting adjustment and data imputation, the finite population bootstrap and

many more.



1 Introduction

While teaching students of the bachelor’s and master’s programs in statistics at his home

university in courses on sampling methods, the author realized that the picture of gen-

erating a pseudo-population has the potential to substantially improve the students’ un-

derstanding of various concepts in sampling theory and survey methodology. One can

describe, for instance, the rationale behind the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the total

of a study variable, a statistic fundamental in sampling theory, by the generation of a

pseudo-population estimating the original finite population with respect to this parameter.

For this purpose, the variable values observed in the sample are assigned to the units of

the pseudo-population by replicating each of these values by a factor that reflects both

the sampling and estimation process. As a rule, such replication factors are not integers.

Hence, the pseudo-population consists not only of whole units, but also parts of whole

units and is, in this sense, extraordinary. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the total in

the original population as discussed in Section 2 then is nothing else but the total of the

same variable in the pseudo-population. Further concepts of estimators of the total, such

as the ratio or regression estimator, can be illustrated in the same way (Section 3). The dif-

ference in these concepts is explained by a different composition of the pseudo-population

with respect to the study variable. Furthermore, the pseudo-population concept can be ap-

plied to the presentation of such different methods such as probability and non-probability

sampling methods, poststratification and raking adjustment, the estimation of special to-

tals such as population size and cumulative distribution function, small area estimation

and two-phase sampling, and the finite population bootstrap.

Experience shows that this approach may really help to communicate a basic under-

standing of these techniques, by the formulae often not intuitively comprehensible for

all students, especially those with little knowledge of the probability theory. With this

fundamental understanding, students and other users should be able to focus more on

questions concerning the difference between methods and their practical implementation



in statistical software than on the understanding of each technique itself.

2 The Horvitz-Thompson Estimator’s Pseudo-Population

The Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator of the total t of a variable y,

tHT =
∑

s
yk ·

1

πk

, (1)

is unbiased and applicable with any probability sample with arbitrary positive first-order

inclusion probabilities for all population units k. These design weights are larger for ele-

ments having smaller inclusion probabilities, and vice versa. This provides the necessary

balance, which enables the HT estimator to be unbiased for the total of y.

The rationale behind the HT process as expressed in (1) can be described by the gen-

eration of an artificial population estimating the original population with respect to the

parameter under study (see Figure 1). The generation process starts at population U .

Each element k of U is assigned a certain value yk of variable y, but the parameter t is

unknown. In the next step, one of all possible samples, which can be drawn according to a

given probability sampling scheme, is realized. In this sample s of n elements, variable y

is observed. In the next step, the original population U of size N is estimated with respect

to the total t of variable y by a pseudo-population U∗
HT . In the concluding step, the HT

estimator of t is calculated as the total of y in U∗
HT .

For the actual generation of the pseudo-population U∗
HT , the variable value y1 of the

first element in the sample is replicated 1
π1

times delivering 1
π1

“clones” y∗ of y1 for the

pseudo-population; value y2 of the second sample element is replicated 1
π2

times deliver-

ing 1
π2

clones, and so on. Hence, the design weights can be seen as the replication factors

of the of this process. Pseudo-population U∗
HT has N∗

HT =
∑

s
1
πk

elements. The ex-

pectation of size N∗
HT is E(N∗

HT ) = E(
∑

U
1
πk

· Ik) = N with Ik indicating the sample

inclusion of element k. Its variance depends on the sample size n and the variance of the



design weights 1
πk

.

Assuming that all design weights were integers, pseudo-population U∗
HT could be

characterized by the set U∗
HT = {1, ..., N∗

HT} of consecutive integers and the assignment

U∗
HT → {y∗1, ..., y∗1

π1

, ..., y∗∑
k<n

1
πk

+1
, ..., y∗N∗

HT
}

with y∗1 = ... = y∗1
π1

= y1, y∗1
π1

+1
= ... = y∗1

π1
+ 1

π2

= y2, and so on, where y1, y2, ... are the

values of y in the sample. Hence, the HT estimator (1) for parameter

t =
∑

U
yk

is presented as

tHT =
∑

U∗
HT

y∗k. (2)

Note that the design-weights 1
πk

are not integers as a rule. Hence, the HT pseudo-

population U∗
HT is only special in the sense that it may not only contain ⌊ 1

πk
⌋ whole units

with the same value yk of variable y (⌊x⌋ denotes the integer part of x ∈ R) but also a

( 1
πk

− ⌊ 1
πk
⌋)-piece of unit with that value when 1

πk
− ⌊ 1

πk
⌋ > 0 applies (k ∈ s). Also, for

non-integer 1
πk

values, a presentation of type (2) will be used subsequently to describe the

idea of generating a pseudo-population in the estimation process.

Consequently, the efficiency of the unbiased HT estimator tHT for t depends on the

quality of the estimation of U by U∗
HT with respect to y or, to be even more precise, with

respect to parameter t. For a census assuming full and truthful responses, U∗
HT = U ,

N∗
HT = N , and tHT =

∑
U∗
HT

y∗k =
∑

U yk = t applies.

Because the expectation of the pseudo-population size N∗
HT equals N but N∗

HT itself

does not necessarily have to and, additionally, the design weights 1
πk

do not have to be

integers, the estimator U∗
HT is not the real set-valued Maximum Likelihood estimator of

population U but can be seen as an estimator based on the ML principle.

An example of a probability sampling method, which determines an equal probability



population U (size N )

sample s (size n)

pseudo-population U∗
HT (size N∗

HT =
∑

s
1
πk

)

?

?

probability sampling procedure

Horvitz-Thompson principle

Figure 1: The presentation of the idea behind the Horvitz-Thompson estimator by the
pseudo-population concept

for all possible samples by its design, is simple random sampling without replacement

(SI). For an SI sample, according to the urn model in probability theory, a fixed number n

of all N population units is selected successively without replacement from this popula-

tion. This results in first-order sample inclusion probabilities πk =
n
N

(k ∈ U ). Therefore,

in the HT estimation procedure (Figure 1), each sample unit is cloned N
n

times to gener-

ate the pseudo-population U∗
SI , and the representation burden is evenly distributed on all

sample elements. Hence, the size N∗
SI of U∗

SI is always equal to N .

3 The Ratio Estimator’s Pseudo-Population

Let x be an auxiliary variable and xk be the value of x for survey unit k, t(x) its total,

and t
(x)
HT its HT estimator. The ratio estimator trat is calculated by

trat = tHT · t
(x)

t
(x)
HT

. (3)



Therein, t(x)HT denotes the HT estimator for the total of x. Obviously, the ratio estimator

corrects (or “calibrates”) the HT estimator tHT with respect to an auxiliary variable x. T

Let us return now to the representation of the concept of the HT estimator by the gen-

eration of a pseudo-population (see Figure 1). Applying this picture, the reasoning behind

the ratio estimator is that a pseudo-population U∗
rat instead of the HT pseudo-population

U∗
HT is generated by the replication of each y-value of s not 1

πk
times as in the HT ap-

proach, but
(

1
πk

· t(x)

t
(x)
HT

)
times. For t(x)HT ̸= t(x), the individuals are given higher or lower

weights than the design weights to increase or decrease the size N∗
HT =

∑
s

1
πk

of the HT

pseudo-population U∗
HT . In the light of the sample results, we depart deliberately from

the Maximum Likelihood approach in generating the HT pseudo-population. Ignoring

that the replication factors do not have to be integers, (3) can be represented as

trat =
∑

U∗
rat

y∗k.

Creating in this way a pseudo-population U∗
rat, the ratio estimator trat of t is again just

the sum over the y∗k values of all (full or piece) units in this “ratio-corrected” pseudo-

population U∗
rat.

The quality of the estimator trat depends solely on the quality of the generated pseudo-

population U∗
rat with respect to the total of variable y, which does not necessarily mean

with respect to population size N .

4 Outlook

Further topics that allow for a presentation applying the pseudo-population concept

include other estimation principles such as difference or regression estimation, poststrat-

ification and raking adjustment. The difference in the ideas can be represented by dif-

ferences in size and composition of the respective pseudo-populations. Moreover, the

pseudo-population concept can be applied to discuss the effect of the usage of different

probability sampling methods, and –of non-probability sampling methods, for which the



crucial point of the model assumptions is incorporated by the “modeling” of replication

factors for the sample units with regard to the generation of a pseudo-population. Such

different issues as capture-recapture, small area estimation, two-phase sampling and the

finite population bootstrap, can be discussed in this way. Furthermore, the effect of non-

response and its compensation by the techniques of weighting adjustment and data impu-

tation are features that can vividly and soundly be discussed within this approach (cf. the

forthcoming book: Quatember, A. Pseudo-Populations - A Basic Concept of Statistical

Surveys. Springer, Heidelberg).


